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This article describes how poetry therapy principles and techniques~ such as the isopn"ncipie and the

c~llaborativepoem~ are applicable to adult educatidnfor the mentallyJ!!. The author'describes how
these techniques were applied during a semester-long writing wor:kshop conducted at a day-treatment
programme for mentally ill aaults. Samples of st:udent-generatedp~eTli$ are included.
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. 'T.Qe purpose of ~s article is to report on the use of poetry therapy in a writing
workshop designed for mentally ill adults. The workshop, which emphasized poetry,
was part of a Recreation/Adult Edu~ation Group in a state-funded day-treatment
programme serying the mentally ill.
The poetry\;vo,rkE!hop consisted of 10 to 12 adults diagnosed with a variety of
mood disorders and thou,ght disorde~s. The group met for 60 minutes on -a ·weekly
basis for five mq~ths. Each particip~t had a case manager at the site 9f the
workshop, ~ho provided the clients with a weekly assessment, which included an
examination of general affect, medication efficacy and. basic living skills.
Most of the clients who participated in the programine were .able to live in the
community indep~ndently by way of subsidized housing· or federal assistance. Others
required the structure· and care of a group-home envlroninent. Some of the
participants "had attended college courses before the onset of their ·mental. illness.
A few were barely able to read and Write.
..
This article outlines some of the strategies 1 e~ployed to facilitate the poetry
workshop, in whicl;!. I set out to build a bridge between a heterogeneous group of
~entally ill adults and the sopbisticated pleasures of creative writing.
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Establishing ethos and the isoprinciple

As with any group of workshop participants, my first chore was to establish my
character and intention as workshop leader. I wanted the group to have a clear idea of
how I intended to fulfil my role. Ancient rhetoricians would have called this p:J;"ocess
of clarlfication "establishing ethos" (Crowley, 1994). Although we usually do not use
this term in mental health settings, I find it helpful. In ~stablishing ethos, I ask
myself, "What kind of image do I want to project? What can I disclose about myself
that will be 'most helpful to this particular group?"
There were two arel:!s of my life that I wanted to communicate about openly to
the participants in the workshop. First of ali, I disclosed that a member of my family
was diagnoseq twenty-five ye~s ago as a paranoid, delusional schizophrenic. I shared
some of my experiences from a family-member's point of view. Secondly, I described
my yeats of education at the university, studying poetry and liter~ture; and how
frustrated I had become with my own writing. As my love of poetry was still intact, I
hoped to work with writing in a different way, outside of the classroom. I let the
.grpup know it was my ·intenti9n to learn soi:p.ething of value from them, as well as
teach what I had already learned. And with the exception of a few basic ground rules
to maintain safety in the group, I was very open to new ideas and improvisation.
I ended my introduction by reading ap. original poem titled, A Letter to My
Mother After Reading John Ket;lts (Gillispie, 1999). It was my intention to demonstrate
to the group a willingness to share personal work,~:;is well as demonstrate an
U;nportant ideal of mine-that being the tr~sformative quality of writing. Through
poetry, even the most unpleasant experiences can be explored safely and gleaned for
wisdom:
'.

A Letter To My Mother After Reading John Keats
Barbara: I'm eating breakfa&t this morning
on the patio, underneath the mQckorange. I have a box of maps beside me
(my way of ke.eping in touch w,ith fami)y)
and the new edition of Peterson's
Field Guide .. As I write this letter, I hear
an English Sparrow crack srn;tf1ower seeds
at the feeder. I have my own need
to penetrate the closed surface of tbings.,Funny how silence, once established, clings.
Most of all I want to hear your storyespecially. thos-e years you lived obscurely
with some Private AWOL from the army

in Texas, around 1963 ...
I want to hear

abo~t

the campsite

.1
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he mflde by the river where you slept nights
.

,

all summer :in love, and later, trouble.

Was that the first time you heard the gentle
curve of water fold:ing into a bank
while stretched in the gr~ss enjoy:ing the dank
odor of leaves and the shape of a man?
What you can't tell I ~ I understand.
I've been to Texas. I've looked for that place
between small towns along the Interstateplenty of room for the silence
strung between us like a barbeq-wire fence.
, We stand on opposite sides, embarrassed,
talk:ing birds and rivers and county fairs ,

~s if we lived :in a diff~rent century
, when nature still provided transcendence.
Better to describe the Western Tanager
than some sc;ar left from my father's anger-

.

that Romantic who ;married you,
who brought us together but pulled us apart, too.
(As we admire nature's artifacts
we forgive his :involveme:q.t :in th:ings like that).
This partic;:ular poem ha:d an effect on the group :in line with Leedy's (1969)
,concept of the "isoprinciple?'. The emoti<;mal tone and .essential content of the poem
resonated with most clients. As would be expected, many of the clients were
estranged from family members, or simply separated geographically, and unable to
stay :in co:o.tact.
,
As our discussion deepened, I asked each member to write a' "lette:r poem" of
their own, to 'any person or any object, that might expre~s their feelings about being
copnected or disconnected frpm others. The two exa:mples I includ~ in this article
represent the wide range of basic writing skills :in the group, but also the effectiveness
of the exercise, regardless of skill level:
Dear heart,
,What are you trying two
do [to] me[?] I still miss my Granddaddy. My father is 72 years
old. and he is handy capped.I [met] him at the circus
parade [in] d?wntown Wash:ington DC.I riss all of my parents
except the kool breeze.I have been do:ing great (LT)
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to have one's soul replaced? Pl~ase respond
and let me know wh!;t I must do to gain
a replacement. '
'
~

Sincerely but Soulless,
A.
In contrast to the first example, A's poem demonstrates a very sophisticated use
of language and convention. Her choice to address her poem to God, as it were, in
the foqu of a business le~er is both funny and deeply serious. Her piece operated on
the concept of the isoprinciple insofar as each meD;lber ,of the workshop resonated
with the emotional and intellectual premise of the poem: "As a mentally-il). perso:p.,
am I defective beyond repair? Have I lost my soul, the very thing that makes me
hl:llllan, because of my mental illness?"
Many member!,! of the workshop shared experiences of being niisunderstood by
family members or even strangers because of their mental illness. Sor:p.e complained
of being treated like a cl;1;i1d, or worse, treated like a "freak" .. Others related to feeling
"like their brain and emotions weren'~ connected properly, noting that their
medic~tioils often exacerbated the sensation.
When I asked the group directly, "Does this poem have hope?" particip'ants
focus~d on two aspects. First, someorie pointed out the fact that that A had qirect
access to the "Higher Power Co." at all was hopeful. To get a new soul, all she had to
do ~as write a letter! This led the group into a'discussion abol;l,t prayer and if prayers
,~e' ever really answered. Secondly, someone mentioned that fact tpat the poem itself
was a ,~ort of joke, meant to make people laugh and, in t1;lat regard,; was hopeful: This
led the group into a discussion about laughter-how it feels good to laugh, especial)y
when depressed or, sad. A, the author, admitted that she often makes jokes and
laughs, even when she's depressed, as a way of trying to feel1;>ettet. Interestingly, she
actu~y performs that kind of laughter in the poem, during her" parenthetical "ha ha"
in line 10.
Again, as facilitator, I gave the group an opportunity to discuss and develop
hopeful aspects of the poem in an attempt to balance the sarcastic despair expres~ed
in A's letter'to God.
'

The sociopoetic process
After meeting weekly for a month, spending our time together in the manner I have
just outlined, I introduced the group to the id~a of collaborative poetry. At this point
:in t1:i.e workshop, the core group had dropped to seven regular participants. These
individuals exhibited a great deal of investment' in
workshop and, more
significantly" a great deal' of willingness to experiment with poetry in new ways.
The following poem was written ·,as . a 'collaborative exercise. 1 asked each
member of the g:roup to begin a poem describing how he or she felt, right at that
rooment. To facilitate collaboration, I had each member trad~ poems with someone
else every 30 seco:Q,ds. I encouraged the group to respond to previously written lines

the
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wit1;l:Out worrying about making sense. After six or seven rounds, I
poems together and we discussed the results:

gath~J:ed

the

Monkey Fever

I am lonely within
But yet I'm not alone.
I feei Blue.
I still want to tame the monkey swinging
around)n my head.
Don't even think of putting him in the soup!
Leave my Monkey alone.
I feel nothing like depression.
I have people with me.
And my Monkey is mine and mine alone.
It's my Choice to take him or leave him
at home alone.
t
I am like the poet Robert ;Frost
walking alone with others inside.
When I feel depression I walk
further <;>n.
When I feel fine I slow down.
I have my monkey
But yet I :J:!ave no one in my life.
. As would be expected, this P?em reflects a number of contradictory statements
and positions: "I feel Blue", "I feel nothing like depression;'. "I have people with
me", '.'But yet I have no qne in my life". After I re;ad thii poem -out loud to the group,
for the purpose of process-discussion, I asked them to pretend that one p~rson had .
writte:r;t the poem. I aske.d th~ group to trY and explain how so many contradictions
could exist within one individual.
'
~at followed waS' a r9:ther sophisticate,d discussion about the nature of
loneliness, One participant related to the first two lines, ''1 am lonely withinJ But
yet I am not alon~". She desmbed feeling lon~ly even when coming to the daytreatment programme, surrounded by people sh~ considers friends. Another
participant related to lines thirteen and fourteen: ''1 am like the poet Robert Frost!
walking alone with others inside". He state!;! that he enjoys spending time alone and
didll't necessarily feel lonely just because ,other people wereri't around.
I pointed out to the group that the word '-'alone" appears in the p<?em five'times
apd asked other members to elaborate on their use of the word and their experience .
with loneliness. In this manner, our proces.s-discussion exhibited the structural.
Characteristics of the "sociopoetic process" (Schloss & .Grundy, 1978/~994). We '
discovered a theme within our group poem and elaborated- on this ·theme during
discussion.'
.

"

~

:.
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In an attempt to dir~ct the group toward an aspect of hope in the poem,. I asked
them to explain the monkey, pointing out that it see;med to provide a kindof comic
relief. I asked the participants who wrote about the monkey to allow the rest of the
group to describe how the image works in the poem without any guidance or
interpretl:\tion from the authors.
One participant suggested that the monkey was like a pet, although not always
on its best behaviour, it still deserved to be cared for. Most participants either had a
pet or had in the past and acknowleqged what good companions they can be.
Another p~cipant related the monkey to his racing thoughts, which he usually
experienced upon awakeriing in the morning. He stated, "Monkeys don't mean' any
harm but they can be irritating". Other group members related to feeling
rpischievous at times, like a monkc::y. One partlcipant gave an example of pla:ying a
joke on a new staff member at the day-treatment programme.
After the group had its tum at giv:h:tg meaning to the image, I asked the authors
who wrote the image'into the poem to comment as well. As facilitator, I summed up
our discussion by suggesting that everyone has a "monkey" inside, metaphorically,
who is child-like ~d ~~c~t but also mischievous and troublesome at times. I
pointed out that one of the messages in
group P9em was to protect tha~ part of
ourselves but to also se.ek help from others. In this manner, I reiterated some hopeful
aspect of our group poem.
The following poem is another example generated by the group during the same
exercise. It is curiously similar ~ content and theme:

our

My Dog Can
My hair hurts,
my m~ds are out of whack.
I feel confused.
I want to go
Home.
Th~ dog snarled at me.
Does he know something?
The dog can see pain.
He hears the thumping
of my heart, slowly
beating softer.
He hears the breath
of my ~oul slowly
deteriorating.
He dials 911 .
. As the group discussed My Dog Can,· we continued our examination of
loneliness and the role of animals as a s~urce of unconditional support.. However,
the ·poem also introduced suicide to our group discussion. Lines 9~15 suggest a·
suicide· attempt that is intervened upon by an amazing dog. ·
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Although I wouldn't have directed participants to explore suicide via, poetry,
reference to the topic appeared frequently in their poems. As it turned out, almost all
of the members of the workshop had either a~empted suicide or least felt suicidal at
some point during the course of their m-ental illness. Besides conducting informal"
assessments of the participants in my workshop, in order t~ determine if any were
actively suicidal, I was diligent about coID.IIiunicating the content of each workshop
to the programme director. It was my :ir).tention to protect myself from personal
liability but also to protect the workshop participants from being cJ:i.all~nged beyond
their resources.
I was fo,rtunate to have 'an entire staff available to interve;ne and follow up with
participants if ever ,that were necessary. To my knowledge, none of the participants I
worked with were actively suicidal. As a facilitator, the mere possibility made me that
much more determined to end our discussion of each poem with an examination of
hopeful aspects, no matter how remote.

Goals and Self-Esteem
After the second month of weekly worksJ;lOps, the nuinber of regular participants
dropped to five,. i learned that many participants found it difficult to maintain
" commitments, such as regular attendance of ~ adult-education das!!. Aq:ording to
the case managers I spoke· with at the programme, their biggest challenge was to
motivate clients to take medications daily and observe regUlar. scp.edules, especially
sleeping patterns.
With this in nii.D.d, I welcomed participants to class no ;matter how sporadically
they attended. I also planned each class as a complete "les·son" and always provided
all of the materials necessary to participate, such as pencils, books and p,aper. My
goal was to create an atmosphere of affirmation and self-acceptance. I wanted to
c~ate assignments and generate discussions in which the participants could succeed,
regardless of the level afwhich they were functioning ..
For those who were able to attend the worksl;lOp for. an entire semester, I
planned a class preject that would commemorate our time together and provide
participants with a tangible reward for therr work writing p'oetry and discussing thei,r
experiences at the group level.
I :i,nformed the reD;laining members of the workshop that I hoped to create an
anthology of their poetry and present it to them at the end of the semester. I W9uld
ask them to choose a title for the anthology and four of their favourite po~ms. written
during the workshop. In addition, I would ask them to write a brief biography of
themselves, as writers. For my part, I would type the poems, have them copied and
. bound together professionally and give each participant three copies-one to keep
. and two to give to o1;hers as a gift.
In the two mon:ths remaining, we often referred to this project in our workshop. I
used it as a· point of reference .when ~omplimenting a participant on his or 1!-er work:
"This is one of your better poems. I hope you include it in the anthology" .. ¥embers
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of 1;he workshop also made reference to the project: "This poem is just a ,practice
exercise. I wouldn't choose it as one of my four best'~.
Our finai class together was organized as a poetry reading. Each particip~t was
encouraged to invite a f.amily member or friend and read poe:i:ns from the promised
anthology that I presented that day. It was quite touching to see J;1ow much meaning
this collection of poetry had accumulated by the end of the semester. The cli~l;tts
were dearly very prouc~ of the spiral-bound anthologies that documented their best
work as a group'.
I introduced each of the participants by reading the biographies he or she had
written to be included at the end Of the anthology.'
The following pieces repres~nt typical biographies written by merp.bers of the
worksh9P that I utilized as introductions during the reading on our last day of class:
A.S. was born in Oregon in 1955. She moved with her family to Arizona in
1959 and has lived there most of her life. A. states she began writing poetry
during a five":"month stay at the Salvation Army in 1994. She has been
writing off and on ~ince that time:.
L.S., 48 years old, was born in New Jersey. She has lived in 10 s:tates and
Egypt. She currently resides in Tucson, Arizona. L. is the mother of two
and grandmother of one. Sb,e enjoys reading, 'travel, and shopping. L. has
bee:q. writing since the age of 12, and is presently worlcing on a book of short
stories titled, Tales of Miss Adventure.
Unlike any of our other writing assignments, the biographies ~ere written in the
third-person. As an exercise, the biography allowed the members of the workshop to
step outside of their current role as "client" in a mental-health systen;:t and become
"writer", instead. As we staged our reacij.ng, I observed a great deal of pride in each
participant who read original work, after receiving a rather formal introduction'that
affirmed their role in the world, apart from mental illness.

Conclusion
When I agreed to facilitate the poetry workshop in a day-treatment programme, I
understood that most of the participants had spent the better part of their adult lives
struggling with a mental illness. Because I have :personal experience with the mentally
ill, ~s well as some professional experience, I was confident that I could develop an
authentic, therapeutit;: relationship with the group and conduct a productiv.e
workshop. That, in addition to my training as a counsellor and a poet, led me to
believe that the workshop could be a unique bl~nd of therapy and the language arts.
However, what transp~ed within the group exceeded my expectations, I diG not
account for the fact that most of the participants had also spent the better part of
th~ir adult lives being diagnosed by psychiatrists, probed by therapists and coached
toparticipat~ in various group therapies. They exhibit~d exceptional insight 'into,
themselves and each other as well as a willingness to explore psychological issues.
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As facilitator, I soon realized that poetry was the catalyst for our group work
together, but also the container. When the group dropped to five participants, this
was especially true. The group was deeply bonded and members disclosed more and
m~re of themselves-·-including suicide atte1;lJ.pts, unresolved grief ahd even frus1Iation about sexual dysfunction. As I have demonstrated, focusing on the hopeful
aspects of a poem became .an essential component
of our work together. The poetry
.
not only gave access to feelings and permission to process t;hem, it provided a D;leanS
of redirecting and reshaping them.
Although not my actual intention, our work with poetry also helped create a
social bond between the participants, a bond that carried over to their lives outsid,e of
th~ workshop. By the end of the semester, the members of the workshop referred ~o
themselves as the "Poetry Clique" .. The members ir?formed me that other clients in
the programme saw the workshop participants sitting together before and after our
poetry class, smoking together outside and eating their lunch together. These clients
jealously referred to the workshop participants as a "clique". The workshop
members in turn proudly named themselves the "poetry Clique".
However, their social bonds spread eve~ :further than the day-treatment
proiramme. Two women in the workshop began having sleep-overs .on the weekend.
One would invite the other to spen<;i a Saturday night at her home. They would share
a meal together and watch a movie. Al"Q:lough they had known each other for quite
some time, they did not become close until spending, a s~mestei to~ether with the
"Poetry Clique".
It was my intention .during the semester to encourage participants of the
work~hop to look beyond their "role as a consumer of services for the mentally ill. I
c·ommunicated early on my intention to learn somethipg of v~ltie from them as
writers and readers of poetry. I consistently asked each J,llember what iriov~d him or
her in a poem, what attracted them· or repelled them, what iri.tere~ted t;hem or bored
them.
In this manner, I learned perhaps what I should have already known: poems that
capture authentic h';lman experience, no mat1;er how simple- or sophisticated, are the
·poems that generate the most discussion and identificatio:n. As a university-trained
poet, I had lost sight of this ba~ic truth. It took me a ~emester of writing poetry with a
group of mentally jll adults, observing these men and women take bold emotional
and psychological risks, to reconnect with such a basic premis~ of th~ lan~age arts.
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